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Angry Robot, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. As the city
that produces the most selium - that precious gas that elevates airships and powers strange magic Hond Steading is a jewel worth stealing. To shore up the city s defenses, Detan promises his aunt
that he ll recover Nouli, the infamous engineer who built the century gates that protect the imperial
capital of Valathea. But Nouli is imprisoned on the Remnant Isles, an impervious island prison run
by the empire, and it s Detan s fault. Detan doesn t dare approach Nouli himself, so his companions
volunteer to get themselves locked up to make contact with Nouli and convince him to help. Now
Detan has to break them all out of prison, and he s going to need the help of a half-mad doppel to
do it. File Under: Fantasy [Century Gates / The Remnant Isles / Break In, Break Out / Away, Away and
Up!].
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Reviews
This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Ophelia Wiegand I
This book may be worth buying. I have read and i am confident that i am going to planning to go through once more once again in the future. Its been
written in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Faye Shanahan
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